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I. 
CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
\ 
The purpose of this study is to show how Dvorak in his 
instrumental works was influenced by Classical idioms. The 
most obvious of his instrumental works in which this is true 
are the chamber works (the string quartets specifically) and 
the symphonies. That Dvorak used Classical idioms has been 
well established, but how he used these idioms and to what 
extent he was influenced in his individual style by them has 
never been investigated to any great extent. Therefore, this 
paper will discuss how certain Classical idioms influenced 
him in his chamber works and symphonies. In discussing Class-
ical idioms, the author will consider the structure of themes, 
the usage of classical forms·of which the chief are the sonata-
allegro form, the rondo, and the scherzo, and the basic con-
ceptions of instrumentation. In some cases it will be possible 
to point to definite facts which in themselves give clear 
indications that Dvorak, in a particular instance, was direct-
ly influenced by a certain traditional idiome In other cases 
it will be impossible actually to prove exactly how a specific 
Classical idiom influenced his work. In both cases he will 
have used certain idioms found in the common practice of the 
Classical Period. Classical is taken to mean the techniques 
and style used by the~reat masters of the late 18th and early 
19th centuries, such as Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and Schubert. 
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Furthermore, this discussion will point out with specific 
examples how Dvorak continued to use the out-moded Classical 
forms (and with very few modifications) in the late 19th 
century. However, the author will not attempt to answer the 
moot question of why Dvorak followed the Classical models in 
these string quartets and symphonies. 
Dvorak, except for Brahms, was the only well-known 
composer of the late-Romantic period who continued to employ 
the old Classical idioms in his chamb~r and symphonic works. 
It cannot be proven definitely why Dvorak did thi.s, but there 
are two important influences in his musical life which may 
help to answer this question. In the first place, Dvorak had 
always studied the works of the great Classical masters, both 
as a student and as a teacher. As a teacher he felt that 
they (the Classical masters) had better than any other com-
posers achieved a perfect balance between form and spontane-
ous musical ideas and expression. However~ he also studied 
thoroughly the works of his contemporaries. Second, Dvorak 
had great artistic respect for his friend Brahms and set him 
up as his contemporary model trying often to follow in 
Brahms• footsteps.1 
This discussion will not include an investigation of 
1In many instances Dvorak consciously copied the musical 
style of Brahms. His "Slavonic Dances" are the most o~and­
ing example of this •. 
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Dvorak's harmonic style, for this is a different topic 
entirely and would involve a separate study in itself. 
However~ it should be mentioned that Dvorak uses the wide 
harmonic range found in many of the late 19th century com-
posers works, and specifically in Brahms 1 works. 
Dvorak did not compose in the style of the Classical 
periods; rather-he was influenced in his works by that style. 
Actually his works (those set forth above) show a counter-
balance of the influence of Classical idioms against his own 
individualistic style applied to Classical idioms. This very 
fact is what gives these works the charm of expression so 
typical of Dvorak. This discussion then will show this bal-
ance between the two. 
Finally, it is hoped that through this discussion the 
great genius of Dvorak's compositional art will be brought 
to light, for the author has found in ·this study that Dvorak 
deserves to rank among the greatest composers of orchestral 
music of the 19th·century. 
II. SELECTION OF MATERIAL TO BE EXAMINED 
Dvorak composed fourteen string quartets and nine 
symphonies during his creative career. Every work in these 
two idioms has Classical outlines as its general formal 
1 
structure. In these works certain definite influences of 
Classical techniques (form, melodic material and its treat-
ment, key relationships, etc.) can be seen very clearly. 
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In some cases they are extremely obvious. At the same time, 
however, within these Classical idioms, Dvorak contributes 
his own individual style and musical mannerisms to the works. 
O~tentimes, as will be seen, he substitutes his own idioms 
in place of a par~icular Classical one. But he always follows 
the general Classical model when he makes any substitutions. 
Since all of his string quartets and symphonies hold to 
the broad classical structure, it will not be necessary to 
investigate each of these works. Therefore, the a~thor has 
chosen certain representative works for this study. In order 
to find representative works of Dvorak in which the influence 
of certain Classical idioms are seen, his creative life 
should be understood. 
For clarity we shall divide Dvorakts creative career into 
seven basic periods. 2 1) 1857-1865, "Student Years~; During 
1 classical outlines is taken to mean the four movement 
form used by the great Classical masters. 
2These periods are generally accepted by scholars. 
Otakar Sourek who has done the biography of Dvorak breaks 
it down this way. 
this period he was a student in the Organ School at Prague 
where he studied the works of the two great masters, Beet-
hoven and Schubert. At the same time, he studied for him-
self the works of Wagner and Liszt. At the concerts that 
he attended while in Prague, he was saturated with the chamber 
and symphonic works of Mozart, Beethoven, and Schubert~ 2) 
The late 1860' s.-1873, "Romantic Periodll; Here he produced 
works which show great influence of the two great late Roman-
tics, Liszt and Wa~ner. In the works of this period there , 
appear techniques which were typical of the late-Romantics--
mono-thematicism, new techniques in scoring, etc. 3) 1874-
1875, "Classical Beethoven Period"; In works of this period 
there are clear indications that Dvorak used Beethoven as a 
model--especially in thematic treatment and developmental 
technique~. 4) 1876-1880, "Slavonic Period"; During this 
time he incorporated in his works many folk idioms, songs apa 
dances. It was during these years that he developed his close 
friendship with Brahms~ 5) 1880-1892, "Maturity"; The 
artistic mastery of Dvorak is manifested in these years 
through works which show ingenious compositional and orchestral 
techniques combined in perfect balance with his own individual 
style. 6) 1892-1895, "American Period"; The works of this 
period contain material which shows his impressions of his 
new surroundings and his longing for Bohemia. 7) 1895-1904, 
"Last Years"; During this final period of his life, except 
for two string quartets and a cello concerto, he turned 
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exclusively to operas and symphonic poems. 1 
This study shall include works from practically every 
period of Dvorak's creative career. These works are repre-
sentative of Dvorak's use of Classical idioms, in particular 
the string quartet and symphony. The works chosen for study 
and discussion are: 
Q. 1 
Q. 2 
Q. 3 
Q. 4 
Q. 5 
Q. 6 
Q. 7 
s. 1 
s. 2 
s. 3 
String·Quartet in A major, Op. 2, Composed in 
1862. Hudebni Matice Umelecke Besedy edition. 
String Quartet in D minor, Op. 34, Composed in 
1877. Eulenburg edition. 
String Quartet in E-flat major~ Op. 51~ Composed 
in 1879. Eulenburg edition. 
String Quartet in C major, Op. 61, Composed in 
1881. Eulenburg edition. 
String Quartet in F major, Op. 96, Composed in 
1893. /'Eulenburg edition. 
String Quartet in A-flat major~ Op. lOS, Composed 
in 1895. Eulenburg edition. 
String Quartet in G major, Op. 106, Composed in 
1895. Artia, Complete edition. 
Symphony in B-flat major, Op. 4, Composed in 1865. 
Artia~ Complete edition. 
Symphony in D major~ Op. 60~ Composed in 1880. 
Artia, Complete edition. 
Symphony in D minor~ Op. 70, Composed in 1885. 
Associated Music Publishers edition. 
S. ~ Symphony in G major, Op. 88~ Composed in 1889. 
Eulenburg edition. 
5. Symphony in E minor~ Up. 95, Composed in 1993. 
Kalmus edition.2 
In each of these works there are clear indications of inrlu-
ences of Classical styles and idioms. 
There are, however, two periods which are not represented. 
lAlec Robertson in his book on Dvorak takes issue with 
the method or approaching Dvorak's works as a revelation o:f 
a natural artistic maturity. He reels rather that all through 
his life Dvorak was struggling to rind an individual style. 
2Although the author has chosen several different editions 
of these works for study~ all of the works cited appear in the 
Complete Edition published by Artia. 
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by any of these works, the ttRomantic Periodn·, and the 
ttClassical Beethoven Periodn. The chamber and symphonic 
works produced during the "Romantic Period" show great in-
fluences of Wagner and Liszt. They employ such non-Classical 
techniques as cyclical movements, unconventional key rela-
tionships, and mono-thematicism. However, the first and last 
movements of the works (string quartets and symphonies) do 
employ the Classical rorms but with the above non-Classical 
techniques. These works, therefore, can be eliminated from 
the discussion. In his ''Classical Beethoven Period'' Dvorak 
returned to the use of Classical idioms, but not without 
some struggle for the mastery of its techniques. Since a 
quartet in which he has achieved a mastery of the Beethoven 
technique (of his "Maturity") is included, it will not be 
necessary to discuss the works of his "Classical Beethoven 
Period". 
If it seems to the reader that there is a lack of bal-
ance in including too few works of the early and middle 
periods and too many works from the last periods, he must 
immediately realize that the mature composer is remembered 
and the works produced during his artistically mature years 
form the synthesis of his entire creative output. Although 
Dvorak produced works of artistic value in his early periods, 
they do not by any measure come up to the artistry and crea-
tivity of the works in his last periods. 
While all of the sources listed in the Bibliography 
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were consulted in preparation of this study, the author owes 
the most help to two books by Otakar Sourek, author of the 
definitive biography of Dvorak and editor of the Complete 
Work.s, .:!h£ Chamber Music of Antonin Dvorak~~ Orchestral 
'Works of Antonin Dvorak. 
.. 
0 
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< 
CHAPTER II 
THEMATIC AND RHYTHMIC MATERIAL 
The typical theme used in the string quartet and 
symphony of the Classical Period was as a rule most often 
developed out of a small melodic or rhythmic motive. In 
every one of Dvorak's works under discussion here, there 
are examples of themes which are built or rather developed 
from a small melodic or rhythmic motive. While creating this 
type of theme, he gives them his own individual style and 
flavor. This then is one of the idioms of the Classical 
style which influenced Dvorak in his string quartets and 
symphonies. 
There are many examples of themes which grow out of a 
small melodic motive. It will be possible here to illustrate 
only a few of the numerous examples of this type of thematic 
writing. Actually Dvorak uses two methods in developing a 
theme: a) only one interval; b) a group of notes. A few 
exaillples will serve to illustrate these two kinds. 
In the string quartet, Op. 2 (Q. 1), two examples of 
his early use of the interval development are found. The 
first is Theme 1 from Movement II which develops from the 
interval- ·of a fifth. The second is Theme 3 from Movement 
IV which develops from the interval of a fourth. The follow-
ing illustration is the former theme: 
,.,,e •••.;oU Lon.,r .. al of a ..,.,.1.,1' .eeQn.d t:J the «C~""" fi"'CCI whiol• 
thO lllft10d)' 1• dOYCiOJ)~d il'l l'fovene11t. T of Qlo tort.~tt., 0 1), 61 
(Q, 4) I 
• II. cAr"~fu l l QC)k nt. thll tirAt. tholllfl ol' the !l'll l!o•tet, Op . 96 
( t;t. S ), wUl #lho>w hov it ~rev fro111 t.hc f i r.'lt. int.~o-v~J\: 
In l,Ltl urtet, ()I) • 1<>6 ( !,!. 7) , t l•e nood (lo'loJ •·hy(.ton C)f tluo f i i"At. 
t loo:ne a.-e 11•1. lo)' t.lo• rlo•11 t I'IOlCA: 
A very lntcrc.:Jtinc U..'IC of ehc int.oo-vul i!!l (oo!'ltl ln Sy .. soltooy, 
Oso. 60 (s. 2). fle•·e thto ; .,t.,,...,.,,d of' 11 f'()o>or th l)lay .. an 
i•porL~n4 role in th• .. ~ fr~• ~tl r~ur •~•~.enL•• In e1ch 
11:1~ \M t•ter••l :a.• l.apof'LIIIIt. ta Uw • .._.._" ot tlWrlo t~-. 
Ckll)' Ute •;oin thfl .. " .. fro• tl•• r1 r•t. t. .. o IIOY"'I!I~nt.• .,.. 4ho"n 
horet 
A fhld a•••ple L1 quot.•d ,,... Sr•phonr, Up. 8B (1. 4}, th• 
ftrJIIl. t.heRLe. lhll'tl tl>n Jnt.r"d ot a lllljCII" third phr• 1n 
i~rc.••• role ln c.~ t.h~• 
l'h••• Atoo""' fi•U'Itfld t.h.e,..• ••·• ""rel)' • ""rr •"lol'lt. re .. 
ot t.hll nu~N~U• ... ,,.,.plo• o r ovnr•lc' • u"• of tbttll 1111vtr,. ot 
out of n oert.dc\ ,.,..ln.tte .,o\lvn, /lq;atl\ l heo·e IN~ fiii-NI· o~ 
""'"'""'•• of t.he , .. ~ .. """ ... o ..... r ... ,• .......... c ql.llrte\1 •fld 
.,..,..._, ••• For •enl'lo•T th• ,.,;t.lltor >till ,.,.,.,only ol\il u._..>l• 
of t.bia ••t.htul fro• "'~)' DIU' (HII"tl~"l•r .,or~ . l.'hruuwh IICII.ln« 
\ k.,ae t.ba11'"•• I t "' ' i I b• ••ediJed thilt t.Me 1~ •no• h"l" .,.,,. 
t>f '-"• ldlo--• in •hhh 0Yor"ilt followed c:lo••IT t.h• <:t•••lod 
flt.)'i • • 
J• C.M t.-. 11erly •o;~l'll• $ ... "WWll, t.Ma ~-eYic:• 1 .. elf'11•.l7 
"ri-•. for •••.,••, Ia t."'- '""•rt..t., Op. l(Q, 1), Kto_.,.,..t 
IV, t.lle firat. t.h- ~. t>l"ll:llfliJod b)' t..ht """"of 11 •"1nodlt< 
aot.1••: 
r.to e..x.anopl•• or ••~W•••t.llll ~8.,elop,. ent. of a tl\•u•• """' foua.t 
in S,..pboaJ, Op, ' (S. 1), rtro\t lft Yhe-e 1 of HoY ... ~t lll, 
a.ad a.c•l• !a,,., .. , .• 1 or HoY-at IY. be ror"'! .. r I• Ill••· 
tNit ....... ,.., 
\la.e of ehe ato<1111111t.i11L 111tl.tt1 ••,. L~ found ttl th~ f lr•t \.hllr~~t of 
M.o•e-nt. lV, .IHII'I.#II., up. 34 (Q, 1) . Tho l'ouu l t. ' "A 1 l t.t l • 
trlppin« •~lodto l~••• 
th.e l"''lll"!t.lt.lon ot • c.hr•• not.• 110t.h·o l"' tht< IU'Ilf1~1'11t ele•eQl 
ln ""'"" th.lN o.. .. or Mo•-•t. n, (!urt••, Op. Sl (v. U . 
ln th• I 1t••t. Hovft .. t•tl t. of t.hh ...,,.k is •natlo.-..- (.hrt'e I'IC'It• 
•otive, thl e t.iou~ t l•e (.ho,.e .h dev$lop~rl wlth Uoe •efluenU.al 
de•l~l 
Ono'l o>f U1o 1110•t. nftvlo\1• e.ICIIIIIJihlll of Dvorfllt'4 t••• ol' c.t•• 
-.ot1YD In produojiiC .. tbl!tl'"' La 1'h""'" Z ol' H.:av.,.,,.nt. II 1 SJ*-
~.n,7'1 Of', ItO (&, J), f'~r"•P tM ~t"''ll-' "• ulle4 ••• of 
Dvor•ll 1 4 •o111t. o:l•e.to th-1'011 I I\ <ltr'(ll'll"NI I 
!hero l11 flO e.IC& .. pl• ll'l c.M tlr~<t $)'111pM1117' of M• •K~t.••rity" 
peri_. whl~h ·~ .. • lllYet.r•~~• kl• -•• qr • (.hrt'e •otn .. tive 
;,. .,, ·h.1"4r tloe tlu·-· fllla &a t.too t.hh•lt th~~~~~~~ C,t r H1.1••••nt. T, 
$)'111pii~HIY . Op, 7\l ( • J) I 
• fl!.e ury lrrlod the- e~r Hovc-•ent Ill , Sy•pbony, <111• !S 
($, •) 1 .1.-. C!O!I .. I.f'OOtOd lol l th .onot bor or (.h$11" thrl!l'l note 
aoU.~s; 
flle ta.ou11 t"'l"ll& t'_. ,..,. .. ent.. 11, f)•l•hll>I'IT, Op, ·~ (~. S}, 
ritvolop• t'ro01 ~ throe Ul)l.ll Got.h•e, YM 111nt.ir-o "''"'" I & ft•U 
o l' t.loo•u•e whloh d~volop frtw. -~~1.1 -l.lv••· 11le l11•t. ex.ll,.ple 
to be c:lt.fll4 le •-t..._r ••• thcloW1.ftrC: t~ uu· or t.t•• •oq,eattel 
p•t.tel'fl lfl botildina the U1c-11e. l'M.~ tl•••• i01 t.he ttr•t. t-he .. 
iu Movo-nl. IV 1 \l11~rtet1 OJ•• l OS (\1. 0) ; 
ln c.he h•n l hiiC" o'f th•lJIIfltie -t.erl.al ln t.be oooor-. ... ef the 
ch•elopow.nt. of ",; U••- o,. e•ea t ... eflt.lre lee.•U• et • 
•o"e"'ent, 1h•~>r•k h: oert.Atnl r infh•~nt'ed br t.tt. Cla~U~lool 
.n.yt e ur t.llll'fllat.lt:: tl"ent"-l!nt.. Pr .. otiodly n i l or 11111 •bov., 
quoted. tl,,..,., lll"e ha,..n .,J dur1ft.c: t.l'l., t't'~tu••• or ll'le ••••-nt 
witlil tM :1e aJ.eAl "'Ot.t••· t.TI" t.l"'e•l .. n\ , horM ..... , too 
b• vory f umt at to •kt"t • dna:! 1\ (OI!'I!l•UI ~n•ll r t.wo) •ot i ve 
Arlit buUdll'lo( the wholot d"'¥f'lfii'JO'Ilt:•lt Of' ent lNI "ove~nt fr~ 
u.. ha hl• •o&rl y vol"'o • U•l• •- f'Ob.t.ly ttw: tlllfl"tTtoC:e or 
booetbfl"'"'· 1.111. '" hl• lu.•r '"Ork~. tl\1• <~efillil•l)' .... "'-" 
-1s-
intluencc of br•h~•· A fcv illu•tr•tion• vill Aorvo to n*ke 
tht .. ll<lio'lt dollr. 
In l.hc t•o Clu•ly vo••lul included i n t-hilll di-.cualllton thoro 
ure two ox~flJilO.!! of thil'l tro~ttU'!:nt .,.hich .thoul d b,. quoted, 
floc celqd(q -ol.i¥0 I r q .. 'l'he~W l ol' '2•t"'' l.ct, Op. ~ (Q. 1), 
1A \UI(Id t(l loutld t.lol'l (11'11.10'(1 liC¥$l(lpn~l'll,. M!JOI.I (Iro o r the f l ret 
l'h• AOo;()llo,l 111()1.1¥$ ••••q t(lol Bloove ie rrol\ tho fi ret theno of 
Syllphony, Op, 4 (S, 1} . lt ie h iiii<I•' \.Afl\, n ql. Of"~)' i" t.hi• 
·th-e, but a1.o in U1c Atl"uCt\u "Cl of" t.lo$ (1\.lo•or tht!'IMO!'I.O:.O or the 
"QV&UOIIt.o 10.1'1 well ~IJ being 1111~ d u r {n,lf the OOUt'AIII or !.11. 
-•OW'4toeolt. o\I(Ai" i n l,!ua.rt.et, 0 11• 34 {Q. 3}1 tharo ill found 
tho u Ao of o"lllO Mo"lt. l¥c i n ft~l ut the -in thol'loO!I. ·"' in thf!: 
"ynphony ju11t- nent.toned, t.l\ill •ot i v • 111 ; ,.l>o•·t•tot hot h in 
the l.h•· 111e .t~!l ioo t.l\lt"IIClJ 11.11d ill tho cou••Ae of l.lo$ ~t(l v(ln$n(.: 
In V•uortot, Op. Sl (I.!, J), h f01ond a p.to•l'•t.:t. ~.W:II"'Ph of 
Ovorak'" lltll<t of' U"~ s il\ll:l" lll<ltive to cao•r y t.ll o•(luelo i.)ol'l nov.,. 
•cnt. fhla Ht-t.1o mot. I V& flf'I.M" t t. a inithl appoaraneo in 
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the ee(H,)nd .-(lvftiUttlt. 1A found i n ne,11r\y e ver)' phras&, l r tt(lt. 
tenasu••e, of tho <JOVenon\. • 
only \. Ito r o·ac,.on\. r o·'>"' "'l'llc::h tho. 1.1\l'lnc evolve•, but. dao the 
eu\..l,r~ clov$l~tll .. o\l. Anet1ott of the llOV-ont 1• basod on thl• 
fi .. ~ r-r+r Ef'= 
there arc so ,.11ny exMpl eiJ of t.li11J t.)'t>fl t.Mntn.ent. of \.he 
roo\..i."o '" •"••·Y nQvot•c.nt. o r Syo~~phot~y, Op. 95 (S. S), t.hllt 
t. lol'l 11'1:1''' l"$nt.1oto o r tho1r cxiAt.cnc:c 1• liu ftici cnt. In tho 
Q\lro.rtet do.,ely ~ldn to thb .!l)"ophony (Qu1!1rtct, Op, 1)6 (Q, 
-S)) t.hoo·o •Pt•eno· .., " r ;.ne o•uonpl o ol' • noiod i o .,oti Yo pormoOtt.· 
\11: 11 u l>o()l$ ll.(lv (lll$1'11.. . 't'hll) ~>OUvo lA t our'l•l lo\ "'•"o l of 
Mtwt::.ent 1111 
• 
N~ntiOtl Ah011llf be ouode or AQOtJ~hr l)"pl' tl•f''"" ott\tt"h 
o",,.-"1( 1ued J.D thes• vorlla. I\. •n•t. t!~ UIUif'I'IIIP.IHI th#ot not. 
•11 ot' t.hfl t.ho,.oe uaed t n Ute•• •I ,., "ll t••i•rtel. lln•l .. ,...plw-
nl•u• are r.f U•• aq\. i "e- t.rpo •t.rllct.uNI, H11ny at rluta 11r• 
throot;h~COIII)OOcd ; h OW$\'Ur'1 thefle fii'CI 11\. \.hto •11ooe tl-
lllll t a ll y Cl ,tl!lllioal ln eh.tl'll<t•tcr- , t'lte .Ul~tll\. l"lll.lct!! t-. Th&r.a 
I ct MoWit.MIIL tT, Qltllrt.ot. , Op. 96 (q, $)1 
VU.h •~,.,. teY excep-tion• t.he•o c.--. •"""• filii '"• vlrll•l•• of 
llilti.Oilie •lrvet ... ,.., . .Ut.hoot.eh da.._•tl••- le ,...., 1.- -·• 
lh-••• t.l!oe balllte -lo4ie st.,.etiiN lit dl•t Hilt'. M•r• •a•i"' 
Dwor•ll ie foU-ta,: Ch''""leal _.,el•. 
to conclude U.i" •~Lion of C.he 4Uer1H1da~ ~"' -l&<tlr 
.~~.~.~,.,.,, o ... rin.al fe•t.o.NI or lh-nrall'• th ... •uttr ••tort•l 
aoloo11ld be c.enticn.,.d , Thi• ia t>t~ ..... or lfl•wl)nlt~ t.t\'"""'" 
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constant throughout the section. These rhythmic motives 
are numerous and varied, and they appear in every work 
discussed here. However, they can be broken down into three 
general rhythmic figures a~ was done on page 19. In this 
discussion again for economy only a very few illustrations 
of each motive can be included. These are merely some 
typical examples of Dvorak's use of a rhythmic motive in 
the course of a movement. 
The use of the second rhythmic motive is important in 
the development section of Movement I, Quartet, Op. 51 (Q. 
3); and it appears in many different melodic patterns through-
out the course of the movement. It is also found in most 
of the other themes in the quartet. This same pattern 
appears in nearly all of the themes of Symphony, Op. 60 (S. 
2). It is seen first in Theme 1 of the first movement and 
then is used extensively in the development section of the 
movement. In Symphony, Op. 70 (S. 3), this motive is preva-
lent in the last movement. Here it appears in the first two 
major themes and in one of the secondary themes, as well as 
being important in the Development. This motive is basic 
to the rhythmic content of the first and last movements of 
Symphony, Op. 88 (S. 4), both in the themes and in the devel-
opment sections. 
The use of rhythmic motive (1) is also employed fre-
quently in the course of a movement. A few important ex-
amples are included here. It is found in the two main 
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themes of the first movement of Quartet, Op. 34 (Q. 2), 
and then plays an important part in the development section 
of the movement. This rhythmic motive is the central idea 
of Movement III, Quartet, Op. 51 (Q. 3). Practic'ally every 
measure of the movement has this little rhythmic figure which 
appears in the main theme. In the last movement of Quartet, 
Op. 96 (Q. 5), there is an.interesting usage of the figure 
in the rondo form. Here the motive is found in only the 
first theme, but it also appears during the presentation and 
development of the other themes of the movement. 
~urning to rhythmic motive (3), we find that it is 
without question the most frequently used motive in these 
works, not only in the thematic structure, but also especial-
ly in the handling of a theme during its development. This 
motive is used extensively in works from all periods of his 
career. In his first quartet this motive plays an important 
role in the last movement. The motive dominates the fourth 
movement of Symphony, Op. 60 (s. 2), from its first appear-
ance in the second main theme through nearly the entire 
development section. There are some cases where this motive 
is important in a movement but does not appear in any of the 
themes. This happens in bo~h the first and third movements 
of Symphony, Op. 88 (S. 4). Mere mention of th±sl motive 
need be made for its recognition in Symphony, Op. '95 (S. 5) .. 
The reader will recall that practically the whole work is 
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filled with it. The main themes of Movement I, Quartet, 
Op. 106 (Q. 7), use this rhythmic motive~ and thus the entire 
movement is based on the figure. ~ 
As has been explained, Dvorak uses basic thythms which 
were also the basic duple and triple rhythms of the Classical 
period. This then is still another influence of Classical 
idioms in Dvorak's string quartets and symphonies. He also 
uses the basic duples and triple meter of the Classical 
period. His only variations of these meters come from his 
use of some of the compound rhythms within the meters. A 
quick glance at Dvorak's tempo markings will show that here 
again he uses those basic ones foupd in general use in the 
Classical period. 
In conclusion, it can be said in light of specific 
evidence presented here that Dvorak was certainly under the 
influence of the great Classical masters when he is viewed 
from the structural aspects of his thematic material. This 
has been illustrated in both the melodic and rhythmic ele-
ments of the thematic material which he used in the string 
quartets and symphonies cited in this discussion. 
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0 CHAPTER III 
. SONATA-FORM 
In a discussion of Dvorak 1s use of sonata-form it is 
important to view his works in light of the period in 
his career during which they were produced, as he handled 
the form differently during the course of his life. 
The technique which most obviously stamps Dvorak as 
a composer who followed in the Classical tradition or who 
was directly influenced by this tradition is his use of the 
Classical styled sonata-form; not only his use of the form, 
but more specifically his almost strick adherence in many 
cases to the internal structure of the Classical sonata-form. 
Some of the works under discussion vary somewhat from a 
strick usage of the form, but even in these cases the basic 
idea of the Classical sonata-form is still his model. 
The works of Dvorak's "Student Years 11 have very definite 
indications that he was consciously following the ,examples 
of the great Classical masters in their use of the sonata-
form. At the same time, in this period of his life he was 
also influenced to some extent by the Neo-Romantics. In-
eluded here is a work which shows the former influence and 
a work which shows the influence of the latter. 
Dvorak's first quartet, in A-major, Op. 2, 1862 (Q. 1), 
is a product of his "Student Years". It shm.ts not only the 
influence of the Classical masters who were his models, but 
also some Neo-Romantic tendencies. Both the first and last 
movements are in sonata-form; however, in the internal 
formal structure there is an unbalance between the length 
of the sections, especially the length of the Expositions. 
This problem of bal-ance was corrected in two revisions 
Dvorak made later. 1 Because this discussion is concerned 
with the quartet as a product of his early career, only the 
original version will b e examined. 
The first movement opens with a fairly long slow Intro-
duction (thirty-nine measures) 2 in which the melodic idea 
is presented in the beginning and developed briefly before 
the main theme of the Exposition appears. The use of a long 
introduction is more a Romantic device than a typical Classi-
cal one. In the Exposition the three themes are presented 
in the traditional tonic-dominant relationship, but before 
the third theme appears, the second theme is restated--almost 
as if this were its first appearance in the movement. At 
the endcofthis section there is the traditional repeat sign, 
after which a bridge passage leads on to a short Develop-
ment (measure 219). jhis section opens in the minor mediant 
(C major) which was Schubert's technique of key relationship. 
Opus l (Praha: Hundebini 
, Introduction. 
2In the first revision, 1887~ it was reduced to 
eight. 
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Both the first and third themes appear in the Development~ 
and are given a motive-type treatment. The second theme 
does not appear, because its structure does not lend itsel~ 
to this motive-type handling. In the section the key rela-
tionships are fairly close--C major, E major, D major. The 
Recapitulation (measure 229) is quite regular in its adher-
ence to the Classical form except for two minor changes. 
1) The first theme is returned and then given another small 
development before the other themes appear. 2) The third 
theme is restated (measure 410) (in C-sharp, the major medi-
ant) before the second theme enters. Here, then, is found a 
quite typical Classical style sonata-form movement. 
A careful examination of MRvement IV would reveal the 
same kind of Classical handling of the sonata-form. Although, 
mention should be made of two interesting features of the move-
ment which show again the same Romantic influences in the 
work. First, in the Development the second theme is present-
ed (measure 118) before the first theme. Second, the Coda 
begins (measure 428) with a quotation of the theme from the 
Introduction of MRvement I. This is not actually so far 
out of place here, for the Introduction theme and the first 
theme of this movement begin in a similar manner. 
Classical influences can be seen all through both of 
these movements in the broad structure and small detail• For 
example, the transition from one theme to another or from one 
key to another is always done smoothly through bridge passages 
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which show a great economy of material. Never are there 
abrupt changes of style, ideas, or keys; and the musical 
ideas seem to grow from the preceding material just as in 
the traditional Classical sonata-form~ 
Symphony in B-flat major, Op. 4 (S. 1), another product 
of Dvorak•s "Student Years" shows many influences of the Neo-
Romantics--Liszt and Wagner. This work is particularly 
interesting in our study because it shows Dvorak in the first 
and last movements using the basic Classical sonata-form 
structure, but at the same time including within the form 
certain Neo-Romantic techniques. In spite of these tech-
niques, during the entire course of the sonata-form in these 
tw9 movements, there is always the basic idea of the Classical 
idiom, no matter how far the music may have strayed from the 
particular details of the form. 
In both of these movements the Classical sonata-form 
I 
is the broad skeleton. The main themes a~e presented in the 
traditional tonalit~es with the only exception to this being 
the appearance of the third main theme of Movement I in the 
foreign key of G-sharp major. Both Development sections 
begin traditionally, but as the themes are being handled, the 
key relationships employed are extremely foreign in compari-
son to a traditional Classical sonata-form--this is no doubt 
an influence of the Neo-Romantics. An obvious influence of 
the Neo-Romantic ±s the over abundance of thematic material. 
For instance, in the Development section of Movement I, two 
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enters in its proper form. 
The influence of two great Classical symphonic writers 
0 •' 
can be seen in these two movements. In the key relationships 
or the themes and sections of the movements, there is a 
definite influence of the Schubert technique of shifting 
keys in thirds. Certainly Beethoven was the model for the 
Development sections, for here is a musical texture of themes 
woven together, inverted, and fragmented just as in develop-
ment sections of the Beethoven sonata-form style. 
With the Classical idioms employed as guide posts and 
the Neo-Romantic techniques fitted into the basic Classical 
framework, Dvorak created in these two movements a style which 
has the true character of the Classical sonata-form, ·both in 
outlook and detail.1 
By 1877 Dvorak had gone through three stages of his 
artistic career and had achieved a mastery of composition. 
Now he no longer used the great Classical masters as models, 
for the Classical sonata-form outlook was a part of his own 
technique. Neither was he influenced in his symphonies and 
string quartets by.the Neo-Romantics. Quartet, Op. 34, 
1877, (Q. 2), is the first of the works in which Dvorak shows 
that he had become a master in the art of composition. In 
the "Classi. cal Beethoven Periodtr he had made conscious efforts 
lAs with the quartet, most of the problematic sections 
of the symphony were eliminated in his revision in 1888~ 
to follow the models of Beethoven. The quartets Op. 16 and 
Op. 17 are full of techniques which indicate these conscious 
efforts. Now in Op. 34, which was written actually at the 
very beginning of his "Slavonic Period", there are clear in-
dications that Dvorak himself has now become a master and no 
longer relies upon any specific composer for a modele Rather, 
he now takes the basic Classical outlook and employs his own 
individual ideas in the composition. For this reason Op. 34 
is of particular interest in our discussion. 
Both the first and last movements of the Quartet (Q. 2) 
are in sonata-form. The themes have a Classical nature in 
their rhythmic and melodic structure and their presentation 
is in the Classical tradition; also the Exposition runs a 
normal course and then is repeated. The interesting feature 
of the two movements which shows the individual Dvorak is 
seen in the very short and brief Development sections (Move-
ment I, 67 measures; Movement IV, 35 measures). However, 
because of the motive-type treatment of the themes, these two 
sections seem to serve their purpose in the sonata-form. In 
the development sections the key relationships remain very 
close, and short bridge passages provide the smooth modula-
tions between the different keys. 
The Recapitulations furnish the necessary balance to 
round out the mov~ments, first by bringing back all of the 
themes (not all of them are used in the D~velopments), and 
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second by providing further means of expression and variation 
for the themes. ~is is apparent only in the first movement, 
for here the themes are developed further as they are returned 
in this final section. 'ihe instrumentation and harmoniz.ation 
remain basically the same as in the E~positions when the 
themes were first presented. Both movements end with Codas, 
but of particular interest is the Coda of ?vfovement IV. Here 
it is almost as long (34 measures) as the short Development 
section (35 measures), but includes only a variation of Theme 
1 and a small melodic motive from Theme 2. 
All of these various devices show that Dvorak was using 
his own genius and inspiration in creating movements, but at 
the same time following closely the style of expression found 
in the Classical sonata-form. This is especially true in his 
sense of formal balance and his handling of thematic material. 
Approaching the sonata-form in Dvorak's "Slavonic Period" 
reveals the interesting way in which he employed some of the 
flavor of the Czech folk music within the Classical sonata-
form. It was during this period in Dvorak's career that he 
developed his close friendship with Brahms, a friendship 
which later led him to model some of his works after Brahms. 
To illustrate the use of Czech folk idioms in the sonata-form 
a single movement from each of two works which clearly showv" 
these features will be discussed: Quartet in E-flat majo~, 
Op. 51, 1879 (Q. 3); and Symphony in D major, Op. 60, 1880 (S. 
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2). 
Sourek calls the last movement of Quartet, Op. 51 (Q. 
3), a "pure Czech •Skocna'"l in sonata-form. 2 j It is in 
sonata-form with only minor variations in the ~asic outlines. 
The only striking change in form is in the Devklopment where 
the second theme enters (measure 131) and is developed ex-
tensively before the first theme appears (measure 192). A 
close look at the first "skocna" theme shows t~at it has a 
I 
certain motive-type character, and therefore, lends itself to 
the traditional style development. Both themes of the move-
ment have a basic "symphonic" character, and are so treated 
in the course of the movement. To give variety to the first 
theme in the Exposition, Dvorak adds two variations (measure 
41, measure 59) of it as well as a countermelody (measure 
26) which appears with the theme. The variations do ~ot 
over crowd· the movement; rather they help to give to the main 
themes more emphasis. They are not used in the Development 
nor in the Recapitulation, but the first variation of Theme 
1 is used as melodic material in the short Coda (measure 390). 
Key relationships found in the Development stray somewhat from 
1A reel. 
2otakar Sourek, The Chamber Works of Antonin Dvorak, 
English ver. Rober~a Finlayson Samsour (Prague: Artia, 19 __ ), 
p. 87. 
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the normally expected keys, but never is there a sharp con-
trast in tonality, and a bridge passage using normal modu-
lations is used to arrive at the new keys. The Recapitula-
tion (measure 249) brings back the themes in traditional 
order and keys and then is ended with a short Coda. 
This movement shows how Dvorak used e~ements which are 
not normally found in sonata-form and produced with them a 
concise, balanced movement, both in form and expression--
all of this is done without deviating from the basic princi-
pal of Classical sonat.a-form. 
The Symphony in D major, Op. 60 {S. 2), is considered 
'to be the symphony in which Dvorak's great symphonic and 
orchestral mastery come to light. This mastery of the sym-
phonic technique is seen clearly in the first movement of the 
work. It shows the early mature Dvorak applying his own in-
dividual style and technique within the traditional Classical 
sonata-form. I~ short, the mood and expression are the in-
dividual Dvorak while the form and style are Classical in 
outlook. For instance, the themes have an apparent Dvorak 
stamp in their expression, while in style they are Classical. 
The Exposition section has the basic Classical ba~ance, but 
at the same time Dvorak expresses himself freely within that 
frame-work. Here the first theme is given two full presenta-
tions (measure 3, measure 50) and a short development oefore 
the two remaining themes (measure 108, measure 120) are 
• 
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introduced (a Schubert technique). In the Development (meas-
ure 205), rather than using all of the themes, Dvorak ~orks 
with only the first one with its three variations which have 
been presented in the Exposition. This same emphasis on the 
first theme is found in the Recapitulation (measure 3Z9) where 
the theme is brought back in its original version and then 
given still more development along with its variations. It 
is on~y after this that the two remaining themes return 
(measure 415, measure 427). This particular emphasis on the 
first theme does not produce a feeling of unbalance of form, 
instead it is the device which enables Dvorak to carry through 
his musical ideas. 
The key relationships in the movement are not withi~ 
the traditional bounds, but again, at the same time they fit 
into the basic mould of the Classical sonata-form. They are 
neither Classical nor Neo-Romantic, but an individual feature 
of Dvorak's creation. Between the Exposition and the Develop-
ment the relationship is not tonic-dominant, but tonic-sub-
dominant. The first two main themes are both presented in 
the tonic then the third main theme enters in the submediant. 
Within the Exposition the music wanders into foreign keys--
once into F-sharp major (measure 101)~ Often Dvorak begins 
a theme in one tonality but' ends it in another without any 
obvious evidence that the tonality is being changed (this is 
one of the individual characteristics which immediately iden-
tifies Dvorak). This shift of tonalities occurs in the first 
theme which begins in D major but changes to B minor with no 
indication of this change either in the melody or harmony 
until the very last measure of the theme. Key relationships 
in the Development and Recapitulation are mostly close, 
except for the appearance for a few measures of two foreign 
keys, B minor (measure 191) and C-sharp major (measure 321) 
(both in the Development). 
Dvorak's mastery of the symphonic technique is found in 
the Development. Here the treatment of the themes and motives 
is skillful in both texture and in instrumentation. Most of 
it is handled by using fragments and motives of the themes~ 
With these. Dvorak weaves an extremely complex but clear 
texture of small musical ideas connected in such a way as to 
create a perfect unity of musical thought. Beethoven was 
his model in development sections of this type in his earlier 
works, but now Dvorak produces this kind of texture with his 
own individual ideas and genius of organization. 
The three works chosen from Dvorak's "Maturity" have in-
teresting ~eatures which show his compositional mastery. 
Each work is unique.in its field and has its own individual 
characteristics which set it apart from any other work in the 
same idiom. First, in the Quartet in C major, Op. 61, 1881 
(Q. 4), Dvorak had a bold "reaction" against the style of his 
previous "Slavonic Period", seen especially in the thematic 
material'. He wrote the Symphony in D minor, Op. 70, 1885 
(S. 3), as a conscious effort to create a work that would 
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find a place in great symphonic literature. He said concern-
ing Symphony in G major, Op. 88, 1888 (So 4), that he wanted 
to write a symphony different from other symphonies in its 
treatment of certain musical ideas.1 
The sonata-form movement (Movement I) of Quartet, Op. 
6l {Q. 4), shows an obvious return to an almost stric~ 
Classicism. There is in it a refinement of style and purity 
of form which reveal the mature Dvorak. Now the Classical 
sonata-form is clearly the vehicle that carries his musical 
ideas. But, at the same time, he adheres almost strictly to 
the traditional sonata-form, there is never any indication 
that his individual expression has been hampered by it. The 
themes of the movement have a Classical form and style~ with 
the only exception being the third theme (measure 93) which has 
a bit of Czech folk music flavor. The only real change from 
a traditional handling of the sonata-form is the choice of 
thematic material for the Development {measure 120)o Here 
only the first theme and two small variations of it are 
treated. This theme is used because it lends itself more 
readily to the style and mood of the movement than do the 
other two main themes. 
In this first movement, the mature Dvorak has expressed 
1 otakar Sourek, The Orchestral Works gf Antonin Dvorak, 
English ver. Roberta Finlayson Samsour (Prague: Artia, 
195_), p. 128. 
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himself not in complicated formal problems~ but in the pure, 
simple, traditional sonata-form. This purity is a real mark 
of his artistic maturity as well as his great genius. 
Symphony in D minor, Op. 70 (s. 3), is indeed a work 
~ 
worthy to stand with the great worksin symphonic litera-
ture~ One need look no further than the first movement to 
realize this. In the movement, immediately upon the first 
notes of the timpani and double-bass, a dramatic tension is 
established which will continue through the entire movement. 
In this symphony Dvorak was trying to create a work of the 
1 
same artistic quality as the Brahms Third Symphony. It 
would seem that he was also following the example of Beethoven 
in creating dramatic tension in the movement. The interest-
ing formal aspect of the movement is its relatively short 
Development section (48 measures). This section, however, 
does not cause the movement to lose the tension which had 
been built up in the Exposition~ for the key.chosen in the 
opening of the section (B minor) and the motive-type treat-
ment of the themes hold the tension through to the Recapitu-
lation (measure 197). ~n the last section the dramatic 
tension is kept alive through some further development of 
the themes. Only in ~he Coda (measure 249) is the tension 
lessened, and then gradually as the movement tapers off at 
1Alec Robertson, Dvorak (New York: 
Publishing Company, 1961), p. 185. 
I 
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the end to a barely audible triple piano. 
The movement is of particular interest in this study 
because it shows Dvorru~ using not the Romantic and Neo-
Romantic techniques to express his dramatic ideas~ but using 
instead the old sonata-form. Indeed this is the precise 
reason why this symphony has found a place alongside the 
great symphonies of the Classical masters. 
The last symphony of Dvorak's "Maturity"~ Op. 88 (S. 
4), deviates somewhat from the normal Classical sonata-form 
in both the first and last movements. In this w·ork Dvorak 
again turned to the Czech folk music for inspiration (the 
first themes of both movements have a folk-type rhythm). 
In the first movement Dvorak was being original in 
using the Introduction at the beginning of each section of 
the movement, but at the beginning of the Recapitulation 
(measure 212) there are changes in the instrumentation and 
arrangement. This unique feature of using the Introducti.on 
before all sections is still done within the limits of the 
Classical sonata-form. Even with this new device the entire 
movement has a traditional ba+ance, and it handles the themes 
in Classical style. Here again only one theme appears in the 
Development because it has a more symphonic natur~ than the 
other themes (Theme 1). 
~fovement IV has the structure of a sonata-form, but uses 
a series of Variations of the first theme in the Exposi.tion~ 
u~:~t)<l i n ... $rl)' work.!! of tJ•;~.e p~rlOO (ll.o~thov41n '"H'd v~u· iii­
Uuo\" ;., t.l~o~:~ t4o1Jt. aov~:~~;e•tt• ot hi~ 'thlt•d (d()4olile t.h0111oe v.lt;h 
Y.ll" lolt. I Qrt.:t) n ouJ !\int.h (eombtn.ed rcndo Mid vllo•llll.i<uo,) Sy..,-
flh()niea) . I) .. OI"Ak t.lll<ti<J t.h"' l:llllfiC t.lte!HI 
..... 
1!-Qd 11ri YC$ it. a $Ct. of to..u• vll o' i lll. i oro!f l:lefore tho •o<lond U ol'Ulll 
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vlll" i l\ol t.ho·o11:::h l"hythl'll , orniu.entation•, .11nol ln,t;o·o ,,.cntlltion. 
l'hc hiii'.,.MI)' of U•!:! ol"iari1111l vor.don ron;t1nl'l ba~I¢Ally tho e:~o•u~ 
with ..U£t ol" tlt(l <;loaol,::'(ltl Lu tho htif'l101'1)' I'C"•Ilt.in( troll Uo• 
l'hc Uovolo.-:nt. (-.lllj.lo.-. L88) vork.s with t.he firtU. t.l'lluu•, 
for t.i•o "ooond •_!lin t.hene (rhyth•leally al l led to tho fir•t) 
hils lllr&11dy l.I•H"' dovolopod t.o 110u<t oxtnl\t. i l'l f..h& P.ll:t>o.!litiol'l . 
An \lolt,l$unl liln<l interetst.in~t f"At.llrta Of Lhto DtoY~lopru,nt. •e.e-
l.l(ln i IJ t.ltv •woar•nec of Lho totll Int.o·o.to,Clt.lon the'fle nc.llr 
Uo$ •lddl.u <-o!l•trc 218) . ln t.l'lo ltfl(:lilt> i t.u l ~t.lon not. only 
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second theme in the Recapitulation. 
~his movement shows Dvorak varying the formal structure 
of the Classical sonata-form. 'However, all the while he is 
deviating from the normal form, Dvorak still holds to the 
Classical style and balance by giving each of the three 
sections their normal function in the over-all structure of 
the form. Never in the entire movement does the content move 
outside the boundaries of Classical style. 
Dvorak produced one symphony and one string quartet 
while he was in America. Both of the works follow the 
traditional Classical form, the form from which Dvorak had 
always drawn inspiration. In both the works the sonata-
form is still patterned after the Classical treatment of the 
form. The movements which are in sonata-form are particu-
larly interesting because in them appears unusual material 
and techniques which are not normally found in a sonata-form. 
Without going into the American and Negro characteris-
tics in :Movement I of Symphony in E minor, Op. 95 (s • . 5), the 
discussion will turn to the Classical influences in the move-
ment. First, the movement opens with a slow (Adagio) Intro-
duction which, like the slow introduction of a Classical 
sonata-form, has no further part to play in the movement 
after its initial statement. The three themes (E minor, G 
minor, G major) with their motive-type structure have a real 
symphonic nature. After the traditional repeat of the 
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Exposition, the Development begins (measure 83) not in the 
expected dominant or mediant, but in the parallel major (E), 
nor does it begin with the first theme as would be expected, 
but with the third one. It is only after a long development 
of the third theme (61 measures) that the first theme finally 
~ppears (actually a retransition of the theme), which occurs 
only a few measures ahead of the Recapitulation (measure 270). 
The last section is normal in form except for the return of 
the second and third themes in G-sharp minor (measure 309) 
and A-flat major (measure 347) respectively. The Coda (meas-
ure 393) which works with the first theme is almost as long 
as the entire Recapitulation (Recapitulation, 69 measures; 
Coda, 53 measures). Even with its length the Coda, true to 
Classical form, does not act as a final development section; 
it serves only to close the movement. 
Here again Dvorak uses the Classical sonata-form for the 
basic outlines of the movement, but varies the internal struc-
ture to fit his own expressive needs. This is a fine example 
of how Dv.orak does not try to revise the old form, but instead 
he works his own ideas into it. 
A word about the last movement of this symphony sh~uld be 
included. Although the basic structural outlines are of the 
Classical sonata-form, Dvorak expands it to meet the express-
ive needs of the movement. The interesting feature of the 
movement, however, is the appearance of the main themes of the 
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Development (measure 96); 2) the second theme (measure 138) 
is not returned fully in the Recapitulation. This mov,ement· 
more than any other movement in Dvorak's works shows how 
completely he was saturated by the Clas~ical sonata-form, for 
as is seen here, he is able to express himself freely within 
the strict bounds of the traditional form. There are no 
traces anywhere of the influences of any single composer or 
any particular idiom. Instead, Dvorak is expressing his own 
individual ideas through this form. 
The last two quartets, Op. 105 (Q. 6), Op. 106 (Q. 7), 
show Dvorak as an absolute master of the quartet style as 
well as a great genius of the compositional art. In these 
two works are found none of the "American" traits of the 
previous period. When he uses the sonata-form in these works 
(Op. 105, Movements I and IV; Op. 106, Movement I) the in-
ternal details are not adhered to strictly, only the broad 
outlines and the basic idea of the form are retained. The 
form is used not as a structural pattern, but as a basic 
idea which Dvorak feels free to alter whenever his musical 
expression demands it. The conventional key relationships 
and order of themes are not important in these movements if 
they stand in the way of the mood or expression being pre-
sented. For example, in M,qvement I of Op. 105 (Q. 6), the 
Recapitulation begins (measure 125) not in the tonic, A-flat 
major, but in G major. In Movement IV of this work the third 
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theme of the Exposition appears in G-flat major (measure 
145) not in the dominant, E-flat major. The Introduction 
theme appears and is given a complete statement in the De-
velopment (measure 174) of this movement. The Exposition 
of Movement I, Op. 106 (Q. 7), treats the re~tatement of the 
second theme (measure 109) as the closing (third) theme of 
the section (in the foreign key of B major!). On the other 
hand~ as has always been true in Dvorak's use of sonata-
form, the material of the movements and its handling and 
development are still Classical in nature. For instance, the 
themes of each of these sonata-form movements are basically 
of. the Classical structure, either in melodic or rhythmic 
motives or both. 
Furthermore, the development of the themes is quite in 
keeping with the Classical style. In fact, in the Develop-
ment (measure 142) of Movement I, Op. 106 (Q. 7)~ there is 
one of the most brilliant treatments of thematic material 
to be found in any of his movements in sonata-form. Here the 
themes are woven and developed together with great inventive 
genius. No doubt this device came to him from Beethoven, but 
in this Development there is every mark of a great original 
genius. Again there is found the Classical sonata-form idea 
in the perfect formal balance between the different sections 
of the ~ovements. IT. one were to analyze these movements 
0 
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measure by measure, one would find them filled with many 
devices that could be written only by a great genius and 
master of the sonata-form. For example, in the Development 
(measure 75) of Movement I, Op. 105 (Q. 6), the extreme 
detail in handling the individual motives of the first theme 
as well as the variety of.the keys employed would immediately 
catch ones attention. The same would be true again in the 
Development (measure 142) of Movement I, Op. 106 (Q. 7), 
where the two different melodic and rhythmic patterns of the 
main themes are woven together into a single musical texture. 
Again it would be true in the Recapitulation (measure 264) of 
the same movement where a new little motive is introduced 
as the first theme is being returned (measure 265), and then 
sings a little duet with the theme. Still again it would be 
true when one sees how the second theme returns in Recapitu-
lation (measure 306) not in the violin as in the Exposition 
but in the viola. These are only a few of the numerous 
examples of Dvorak's skill seen in these sections of the two 
works. 
In this chapter certain specific facts have been pre-
sented which show that Dvorak definitely was influenced by 
Classical idioms in his handling of the sonata-form. It has 
been seen that Dvorak felt the influence of Classical idioms 
all through his creative ~areer. The author has emphasized 
that Dvorak did not merely copy the models of this traditional 
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form, but that he always took the form as a basic formal 
concept into which he could work his own musical ideas. 
Furthermore, the discussion has shown that Dvorak was so 
saturated with the Classical outlook that his musical ex-
pression fell naturally into this traditional sonata-form. 
Finally, the author has pointed to evidence which marks 
Dvorak as a master of the traditional sonata-form. 
CHAPTER IV 
RONDO FORM 
In the works cited in this study, two types of rondo 
used in the Classical period are found: 1) The Classical 
sonata-rondo; and 2) The·Beethoven type of large rondo. 
There is also a large rondo as adapted by Dvorak. Although 
the classical rondos are used in these works, nvorak still 
. 
expresses himself freely in his own individual style. Still 
other slow movements show variations of the rondo form which 
are not of a Classical concept (rather they have many Roman-
tic traits) and, therefore, will be omitted from this dis-
cussion. 
The second movement of Symphony in D major, Op. 60 (8. 
2), is in the traditional sonata-rondo form. The concept 
is that of an exposition, development, and recapitulation 
within the broad outlines of the rondo. Here the first theme 
is stated; then the second theme enters (in the relative 
minor! not the dominant, measure 37) and, before the Develop-
ment section begins, the first theme returns (measure 75) in 
its original form in the tonic key. Now the Development 
begins (measure 104, in the tonic) and works only with the 
first theme. By the use Df small motives from the theme and 
by a careful adherence to close key relationships Dvorak 
I 
keeps his thematic treatment within the spirit of Classical 
style. After the Pevelopment, the first theme is restated 
(measure 140) in the tonic in its original version. Follow-
ing this comes the return of the second theme (measure 170) 
in fragments only in the tonic key. The rondo is completed 
with a Coda (measure 182) in which the first theme acts as 
the final part of the rondo while at the same time ending 
the movement. The scheme of the movement is then~ A B A 
A (Developed) ABA (Coda). This is a literal use of the 
Classical sonata-rondo form, but it is also full of Dvorak's 
individual expression. 
Another example of Dvorak's use of the sonata-rondo form 
is found in Movement IV of the Quartet in C major, Op ... 61 
(Q. 4). Here the rondo adheres to the basic structure; but 
there are some slight changes in the internal details. The 
two themes are given a traditional presentation but with the 
second theme appearing (measure 117) in the dominant minor 
instead of major. The key relationships between the Exposi-
tion and Development follow the Schubert technique of chang-
ing keys in thirds (C major-E minor). The Development (meas-
ure 176) is quite regular in respect to key relationships and 
the handling of thematic material (only the first theme is 
developed). The major deviation from a strick treatment of 
the rondo is in the final section (Recapitulation~ measure 
337) which begins with the second theme (in the tonic minor) 
~.so-
rather than with the first theme as would be normal in a 
Classical sonata-rondo. With the return of the first theme 
(tonic major) convention is reestablished in the form (meas-
ure 373). As in the traditional rondo, a Coda (measure 411) 
using the first theme ends the movement. This movement 
conforms to the basic idea of the light, uncomplicated style 
rondo of the Classical type. Here the main theme has a fast 
carefree character which permeates the entire movement. 
The structure of the fourth movement of the Quartet 
in F major, Op. 96, is that of the B~ethoven-type large 
rortdo. In this type rondo the theme is not developed, but 
rather new material appears and is developed. In this 
scheme as Dvorak uses it, the main theme is always restated 
literally when it returns within the rondo. The key relation-
ships are of the Schubert tonic-mediant type, both between 
the themes and between the sections. Within the development 
of the new thematic material one of the rhythmic motives of 
the first theme is used. By using this rhythm the mid·dle 
section (measure 180) of the scheme has a stronger connection 
with the outer sections. The last section (measure 23'5) of 
the rondo brings back the first and second themes in the 
tonic. As is sometimes done in the rondo, the final return 
of the first theme acts both as its final statement (measure 
343) in the rondo and as the Coda. The crisp rhythm of the 
first theme and its bouncing melody serve to give a typical 
0 
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Classical cha~acter to this movement. 
The use of the large rondo form is interesting in 
Movement IV, Quartet in G major, Op. 106 (Q. 7); for here 
Dvorak deviates somewhat from the normal scheme of the Class-
ical form in order to carry his expressive ideas through the 
movement. The basic mood of the Classical rondo in the 
finale is found in the character of the melody and the rhythm 
of the movement. Now, however, the form is merely the broad 
outline into which Dvorak moulds his individual expression. 
This results of course in changes within the structure it-
self. Here the normal key relationship is not important, 
but the concept of contrasting keys is kept. The exact 
order of the return of the themes is not important if it 
stands in tqe way of his musical expression. But the basic 
idea which identifies a form as a rondo (that of returning 
the first theme in its original form and in the tonic or 
closely related key) is strictly observed. A brief look at 
the scheme of.this movement will show clearly what has' been 
said. 
The key relationship of the first two themes is not the 
normal tonic-dominant, but tonic-parallel minor~ However, 
the restatement (measure 96) of the first theme is in the 
I 
major. Again in the key·relationship of the third theme, 
it is not tonic-dominant~ but G major-E-flat major. The 
short development (76 measures) of the theme is not of the 
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motive-type, because the theme is actually only a short 
motive itself. Instead, it is repeated in the four instru-
ments with little canonic passages and with variations above 
or below the theme. Upon the return of the first theme 
(measure 190) the tonic key;is re-established. 
In the last section of the rondo there are some unique 
features which, however, do not detract from the basic rondo 
idea. The return of the first theme is quite normal, but 
the next part of the section is varied. Now instead of the 
return of the second theme, a variant of the second theme 
from Movement I appears (measure 252) and is given a rela-
tively long treatment, after which the third theme of this 
movement returns (measure 299) and is given another short 
development (55 measures). Still again the return of the 
second theme is delayed by the reappearance of the secpnd 
theme of Movement I (measure 348). It is only after t~is 
deviation that the second theme reappears (measure 375, in 
the tonic). Actually this interruption of the normal scheme 
acts as a short sub-section in the last large section of 
the rondo, for the tempo and mood of the movement changes at 
that point, only to return with the reappearance of the 
third theme as noted above. However, a normal pattern is not 
completely established, for the third theme appears again 
(measure 448, in the tonic) after the restatement of the 
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second theme. Then only does the first theme return (meas-
ure 497) to complete the rondo and close the movement. The 
scheme ~f this movement is briefly A B A C A (sub-section) 
C B A. ~e definite reappearance of the first theme in the 
tonic each time is the device which holds the rondo togeth-
er. Even though the normal scheme of the rondo is i'nterrupt-
ed in this movement, the basic Classical concept of the form 
is found. 
In each of the rondo movements discussed here, Dvorak 
has used the Classical form as a model. He used the model 
literally in one case, but in another he varied the form 
somewhat. However, in all of the rondos whether they are 
conventional or not, the basic idea of the return of the first 
theme is strictly observed. 
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CHAPTER V 
SCHERZO AND TRIO 
Dvorak's Scherzo follows the basic formal structure 
of the Scherzo and Trio as Beethoven conceived it. This 
concept was that of contrasting the movement with the pre-
ceding movements to effect a release from the dramatic 
tension which had been produced in the other movements. The 
structure within the movement uses contrasting material 
between the Scherzo and Trio. This form also employs the 
Da Capo (return of the Scherzo after the Trio), whether com-
plete or abridged. If the movement does not contain a, com-
plete Da Capo, the basic concept of a return of the Scherzo 
is found. 
A Scherzo movement is found in every one of the works 
under discussion except Quartet~ Op. 51 (Q. 3). It will not 
be necessary to discuss each of these, for most of them are 
quite typical of the Classical styled scherzo·. Therefore, 
only two examples of Dvorak's use of the Classical Scherzo 
~nd Trio will be included. In Chapters III and IV it has 
been seen how Dvorak always varies a form if it stands in the 
way of his individual expression, while at the same time he 
holds to the basic concept of the form with which he is deal-
ing. Dvorak does the same thing in some of his Scherzo and 
Trio movements. If the details of the form are too rigid for 
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is a small scale rondo within the section: A B A B A~l 
At the end of this section there is the complete Da Capo 
as in the Classical Scherzo and Trio. In the movemen:t 
Dvorak uses an uncomplicated harmonic structure, a feature 
typical of the traditional handling of the form. In both 
the broad outlines and the internal details Dvorak conforms 
almost strictly to the Classical style and concept of the form. 
Never are there any obvious instances of a variation of this 
basic form. In this movement, his musical expression and 
ideas seem to have fallen naturally into place in the tradi-
tiona! form. 
The third movement of Symphony in D minor, Op. 70 (S. 
3), contains some of Dvorak's finest orchestral writi~g. 
Here is the Classical style and form of the Scherzo arid 
Trio, but at every turn, the individual genius of Dvorak is 
seen. A no more vigorous or vital rhythm is found in his 
symphonies and qu~rtets than is presented in the first theme 
of this Scherzo. The bouncing rhythmic pattern of the theme 
is of particular interest: 
lo. Sourek notes in his study of Dvorak's Chamber 
Music the Schubert influence in both form and key relation-
ships. p. 94. 
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Dvorak was being original when he employed the furiant1 
in the Scherzo of his Symphony in D major, Op. 60 (S. 2). 
Of course folk dances had previously been used in Scherzos 
of the Classical works, but this was the first time any com-
poser had used the furiant in a symphony. As is expected, 
Dvorak, while using the dance, still keeps the Classical 
idea of form and balance in the movement. The Scherzo is 
divided into two sections each containing its own theme,~~ 
The first section is dominated by a sharp furiant dance rhy-
thm in a jolly mood. Following its presentation and repe-
tition the second sections opens (measure 24) with its some-
what lyrical theme. This section is made up merely of repe-
titions of the last motive of the theme. Then before the 
movement leads into the Trio, the first theme reappears 
(measure 108) bringing with it the lively rhythm. With the 
Trio (measure 154) comes a more leisurely rhythm and a more 
lyrical theme. Although this theme is more lyrical than the 
themes of the Scherzo, its character is similar to that or 
the first theme of the Scherzo. The Trio also contains two 
themes (measure 154, measure 202), both of which have a 
lyrical quality. After the Trio has run its course by al-
ternating between small sections using the two themes, the 
Scherzo is repeated (measure 289) (written in score, not Da 
Capo) with some expected changes at the end. 
1 The furiant is a fast and fiery Bohemian dance in 3/4 
meter with shifting accents~ 
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The form that Dvorak has chosen in which to present the 
furiant is merely the traditional Scherzo and Trio. The 
concept and style of the Classical Scherzo and Trio are of 
course, obvious in the movement. The only original part of 
this movement then is Dvorak's use of a dance which had never 
been used before in a symphony. 
The Scherzo of Quartet in A-flat major, Op. 105 (Q. 6), 
presents an interesting internal structure. The two basic 
sections are used with the traditional contrast between the 
sections in both thematic and rhythmic material. The internal 
structure of these sections shows the individual creation of 
Dvorak. The two main sections (Scherzo and Trio) are for all 
practical purposes equal in length. Each is in turn con-
structed in three parts. In the case of the Scherzo, the 
melodic material creates the three sections. Here the first 
theme is presented and is then followed by its variation 
(measure 39) after which the original version of the theme 
is restated (measure 79), A A1 A. The Trio (measure 109) 
uses only one theme, but three sections are created by a 
contrast of keys. The theme is presented first in D-flat 
major, then it is repeated inC-flat major (measure 141). 
The final statement (measure 173) of the theme is in the 
original key of D-flat major.1 Following this T~io there 
lThis key relationship is obviously not Classical in 
concept. 
is a complete Da Capo of the Scherzo. Even with this unique 
structure, Dvorak still adheres to the concept of the Classi-
cal Scherzo and Trio. This movement, like the typical Class-
ical form, is light, fresh, and vital throughout with many 
little musical surprises. 
The Quartet in F major, Op. 96 (Q. sL contains a 
unique kind of Scherzo and Trio movement. The form is not 
the usual scherzo and trio, but the concept of that form 
is found here. The structure of this movement is created by 
two sections alternating in the follm~ing scheme; A B A B 
A. The 1 A1 sections act as the Scherzo, while the 'B' sec-
tions represent the Trio. The 'A' section contains a $hort 
carefree theme full of rhythmic vitality while the 1 B 1 sec-
tion (measure 49) presents a relief from this by using•a 
more lyrical theme. The alternation between major and minor 
(tAt in major, 1B' in minor) also brings about delightful 
changes. However, here in this different form, there appears 
a complete Da Capo of the first 1A1 section, thereby produc-
ing a real feeling of a ·Scherzo and Trio. Within this form 
there are all of the typical characteristics of the Classical 
Scherzo and Trio. The alternating scheme is of course not 
original with Dvorak, for Beethoven had pre·viously used it 
(a well known example is in his Seventh Symphony). 
In conclusion, three features of Dvorak's use of the 
Scherzo and Trio form must be understood. First, in all of 
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these works where the form is used, Dvorak presents the basic 
Classical idea of the contrast between the two sections. 
Second, at the same time that he holds to this basic con-
cept, he also gives to the form his own individual style and 
expression. Third, the Scherzo and Trio movement is con-
ceived in light of the entire work in which the form is 
found. These three features are typical, or more specifi-
cally, the very essence of the Classical concept of the 
form. 
CHAPTER VI 
SLOW MOVEMENT FORMS 
Dvorak is at his finest in individual creativity in 
the slow movements of his symphonies and string quartets. 
In musica~ expression Dvorak is romantic, but in formal 
structure he follows closely to the traditional Classical 
slow movement forms. The formal structure is not of too 
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great concern here, for the musical expression of the com-
poser is the real essence of the movements. There are in 
these movements some of the finest examples of musical ex-
pression in all of string quartet and symphonic literature. 
Dvorak's great orchestral genius as well as his melodic 
gift is seen here more than in any other sections of his 
symphonies and string quartets. 
The forms of the Slow Movements in the works discussed 
here can be divided into four broad catagories: 1) movements 
which are divided into two sections~ a. the exposition of 
the themes, b. the return of the themes; 2) movements which 
follow the traditional rondo form; 1 3) movements in which 
there is a type of song-form; 4) movements which are divi-
ded into three sections, with a return of the main themes 
lThese movements were discussed earlier. 
in the last section. In each of the slow movements there 
appear both Classical and Romantic idioms and influences. 
However, only those movements in which there are Classical 
influences will be discussed. 
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The second moveme;nt of the Quartet in A major, Op. 2 
(Q~ 1), falls into two sections; the first one presen~s the 
themes and the last section restates them. The two themes 
or the movement appear in the first section in a tonic-medi-
ant (F-sharp-A, Schubert type) kep relationship. The first 
theme is stated (measure 9) after a short Introduction and 
then given a relatively long treatment (Schubert influence) 
in a kind of "spinning-out 1t devel.opment. A bridge passage 
then carries the section to the appearance of the second 
theme (measure 83) which is handled briefly. Now a short 
bridge passage leads to the last section (m~asure 137) 
which is an abridged form of the first one. Both themes 
then reappear in the tonic. However, the second theme does 
not return in the tonic immediately (measure 183), but it 
does so during the course of its restatement. 
This form is merely the old Classical two-sectioned 
slow movement form with a short modulatory bridge between 
the sectio~s. The musical content is extremely lyrica~ 
throughout the entire movement, showing the individual ex-
pression of its composer. 
The same kind of two-sectioned form is found in Movement 
III of the Quartet in D minor, Op. 34 (Q. 2). Here the 
key relationship of the two themes is again of the Schubert 
type. The formal structure is nearly the same with no sig-
nificant changes. However~ of part~cular interest is the 
appearance ·at the end of the movement of a motive (measure 
128) from the second theme of Movement I. This is one of 
the first instances in which Dvorak quotes themes from an 
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earlier movement later in the work. However, this quotation 
coming at the end is very brief and assumes no major role 
1 in the movement. Another interesting feature of the move-
ment is the use of a pizzicato accompaniment with the second 
theme every time it appears (i.e. measure 31). In the hand-
ling of the themes Dvorak follows Beethoven to some degree 
by weaving the melodic motives through all four instruments; 
however, he does not carry the treatment to the depth that 
Beethoven does. With the return of the first theme (measure 
77) a Schubert technique is used. Here the first violin 
assumes a role of soloist and is accompanied by the other 
instruments. Thistechnique as well as the scoring of the 
lower parts iB in the Schubert quartet style. Here then is 
found a movement that is in both concept and detail C1assi-
cal in its outlook. 
The song-form appeavs in Movement II of the Quartet in 
1 certain thematic relationships can be found between 
the themes of the first and third movements. 
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F major, Op. 96 (Qa 5). Here again the movement falls into 
two s.ections. The first section presents its themes and its 
variations; then immediately without a bridge passage, the 
last section opens (measure 55) with a theme which acts as 
the last phrase of the song (theme of the first section). 
In this theme there appears one of the typical individual 
features of Dvorak•s melodic material, the lowered leading-
tone {measure 5). Again he uses a traditional key relation-
ship--tonic-dominant. But, as is not uncommon in a slow 
movement, both ofthe:keys are in minor. The handling of the 
thematic material is Classical in concept; for here the first 
violin assumes the role of soloist while the other instru-
ments function as the accompaniment, just as is typical of a 
traditional song-form slow movement. In this song-form 
Dvorak does not need a model, for his melodic expression 
falls naturally within this traditional style. 
The three-sectioned form is found more often than any 
other form in the slow movements of these works. The basic 
concept of this type movement is the return of the opening 
thematic material~ As will be seen, through this form Dvorak 
is able to give full bent to his melodic invention and lyri-
cal expression. 
Movement III of the Quartet in A-flat major, Op. 105 
(Q. 6) is divided into three sections. The first one opens 
in F major with a folk-like melody in an easy, smooth flowing 
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rhythma The theme moves along in its song-like character 
until the tonality changes to minor (measure 24) in the 
bridge passage.which leads'the movement into the next sec-
tion. Now a new theme appears (measure 45) and is woven 
throughout the section by the three upper instruments for 
a relatively short period of time. Following immediately 
upon the short presentation of this second theme, the first 
one returns (measure 69) in the major to begin the last 
section. Now the theme appears in the first violin while 
the other three instruments accompany it. The movement clo-
ses with a Coda using a motive from the second theme. 
Certain Classical influences can be seen in this move-
ment. The handling of thematic material is much like the 
Schubert technique of giving the first violin the main role 
in its presentation. Dvorak creates contrast between sec-
tions by changing tonality and by using new thematic materi-
al. By returning the opening themes he was keeping the 
basic Classical concept of rounding out the movement, thus 
giving it good formal balance. Even with all of these 
Classical influences, this is still Dvorak speaking in p~re 
romantic expressions. 
The well known Largo from the Symphony in E minor, Op .. 
95 \(S. 5), is divided int.-o three sections. This movement 
contains some of the finest examples of Dvorak's unusual 
gift of lyrical expression. The first section opens with 
0 
0 
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the famous theme which is stated twice in the section. 
Then a new key (C-sharp minor) appears (measure 46) to open 
the next section. In this part of the movement three new 
melodic ideas are presented in a kind of episodic manner. 
But also found here are quotations of two short motives from 
themes used in Movement I (measure 95, measure 97). 4fter 
this section has run its course, the last section appears 
{measure 101) with the first theme back in the original 
tonic major. It is much like the first section except for 
being abridged. Dvorak's genius and romantic spirit are 
seen in the very expressive Coda which closes the movement 
(measure 115). In expression this movement is Romantic in 
its choice of keys, type of instrumentation, and use of cer-
tain melodic material. However, in design it follows the 
Classical concept of formal balance by presenting material 
and then restating it in the last part of the movement in 
its original version and original key. 
'Movement II of the Symphony in D minor, Op. 70 (S. 3), 
has an interesting formal design. Here again Dvorak uses a 
three-sectioned form. The ·first section opens with a short 
Introduction which contains its own theme, and then it moves 
on immediately to present the first main theme (measure 11). 
After only a few measures a second theme appears (measure 18), 
now in minor tonality. This unexpected change brings with it 
a new kind of character and mood in the movement. The theme 
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has an obvious Romantic character with its long lyrical line 
and chrbmatic structure. It also has only a short appear-
ance, for following closely on its brief presentation a third 
theme appears (in major). With the appearance of this theme 
the second section begins (measure 32). In this part of the 
1novement is one of the finest examples of Dvorak's romantic 
use of the woodwinds and horns. As with the two previous 
themes, this third theme has only a brief appearance; for it 
is followed closely by a fourth theme (measure 44). Here 
Dvorak gives it a fairly long treatment before the section 
closes (28 measures). The last section opens (measure 72) 
in the tonic with a return of the first theme followed 
immediately by the second one (measure 79), again in its 
minor key. However, this tonality soon changes to major as 
little melodic motives of the theme are handled. A stroke 
of genius is found in the last measures, for here Dvorak 
restates the theme of the Introduction (measure 95) to round 
off the entire movement. 
In mood and means of expression this moye:ment is the 
Romantic Dvorak at his finest, but in formal concept it is 
none other than the traditional idea of giving balance to 
the movement by restating the themes (in this case those of 
the first section) and r~-establishing the tonic key. 
The Quartet inC major, Op. 61 (Q. 4), contains a 
unique type of slow movement. In broad formal uesign it 
0 follows the Beethoven three-sectioned structure, while the 
internal structure uses certain Schubert techniques mixed 
with some of the Beethoven ones. Schubert is the model in 
the selection of the key relationships. The first section 
presents its theme and immediately begins to develop it (a 
Schubert technique) in the Beethoven style of motive treat-
ment. After this moderate development a bridge passage in 
Beethoven style leads to the second section (measure 27) 
1 
which presents a new theme. This is treated in the same 
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way the first theme was handled in the previous section, and 
leads to another bridge passage of the same type that was 
used earlier. Now the key is back to the original tonic and 
the first theme returns (measure 66) to open the last sec-
tion. Here again the theme is given a development in the 
Beethoven style, af~er which a short Coda (measure 91) using 
the theme from Section II ends the movement. 
The interesting feature of this movement is the use of 
(almost copying) certain Schubert and Beethoven techniques 
at the same time~ Again here is an example of Dvorak being 
directly influenced by Classical idioms. 
Not all of the slow movements have been discussed. The 
reason for this elimination is th~t the movement has been 
discussed earlier, the ~ovement is so conventional to one' of 
1It appears in the submediant minor, a Schubert tech-
nique. 
0 
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the typical slow movement forms (i.e. two-sectioned, rondo, 
song-form) that it is not necessary to include it, or that 
it is filled with Romantic or Neo•Romantic devices and, 
therefore, its discussion is beyond the scope of this study. 
Two features of Dvorak's slow movements should be under-
stood in conclusion. 1) The slow movement always serves 
its idiomGtic function within the overall concept of its 
large form (i.e. quartet or symphony). 2) As in the tradi-
tional Classical slow movement, Dvorak uses very few key 
changes within the movement as a l"'hole. 
Anyone who cares to study the slow movements of Dvorak's 
symphonies and string quartets 1rill find that they are among 
the most beautiful and expressive in all of symphonic and 
string quartet literature. 
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CHAPTER VII 
I. BALANCE IN THE STRING QUARTETS 
Dvorak was a master at producing in his quartets a 
purity of style and clarity of texture so important to the 
string quartet. Furthermore, he had the unique ability of 
maintaining a perfect balance between the instruments 
while at the same time using the individual color of the 
instruments to great advantage. His experience in the opera 
orchestra at Prague taught him how to best utilize the 
string tone. As ? student he studied and heard ·the chamber 
works of Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, and other Classical 
composers of lesser fame. From the masters he learned how 
to achieve a clarity of texture while still using the parti~ 
cular flexibility of the different string instruments. In 
the quartets up to Op. 96, Dvorak seemed to follow conscious-
ly the models and styles of Beethoven and Schubert in his 
scoring and handling of thematic material. Beginning with 
Op. 96, however, Dvorak no longer depended upon these models, 
for now he had developed his own idiomatic style both in 
scoring and handling of thematic material. It is only natur-
al that his style would show influences of the Classical 
models, because all during his career he had turned to them 
for inspiration. Even the late style of Dvorak was in form 
and style pure and transparent with many examples of Classi-
cal influence. 
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The movements in sonata-form show great influences 
of the Classical concept of balance in the string quartet. 
The scoring techniques of two composers exerted significant 
influence on Dvorak's quartet scoring which can be seen in 
the sonata-form movements. He uses Beethoven's techn~que 
of giving all four of the instruments a part to play in pre-
senting and developing the thematic materipl. Examples of 
this type texture are found·in both the first and last move-
ments of the Quartet, Op. 51 (Q. 3), and the last movement 
of Op. 34 (Q. 2). Here ~he middle instruments do not act 
merely as filler parts for the harmonies but take an active 
part in the handling of thematic mater~al. The cello in 
these movements not only is used as the foundation, but it 
also has an active part to play in the treatment of the ma-
terial. Often while one instrument is presenting the main 
melodic ideas, other little thematic motives are introduced 
by another instrument to act as a counterbalance. Many 
times the viola is given some small melodic idea which is 
played while the main thematic material is being presented 
in some other instrument. By usipg these techniques of 
scoring, Dvorak is able to create a musical fabric with a 
tightly woven texture, but all the while still maintaining 
a purity of style and transparency of texture. Schubert is 
the 1nodel in the first movement of Quartet, Op. 34 (Q. 2), 
and the first and last movements of Op. 2 (Q. 1), and Op. 
61 (Q. 4)o In these movements is found Schubert's typical 
0 
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technique of giving the melodic material to the first violin 
and using the other instruments (especially the cello) as 
accompaniments and the harmonic foundation. 
Dvorak does not follow the models of these two Classi-
cists in the sonata-forms found in his last three quartets, 
for now he has a musical expression all his Ol'ln., and he has 
developed his own individual style in which to present it. 
It is one that takes full advantage of the idiomatic features 
of each instrument in the quartet and thereby gives each of 
them many opportunities to display their own expressive quali-
ties. Dvorak also uses in these movements the warm tone 
colors of the two lower instruments·. 
The Slow Movements are also filled with features which 
show to what extent Dvorak was influenced in the scoring by 
Beethoven and Schubert. If the thematic material is extreme-
ly lyrical or song-like, he usually gives its full presenta-
tion to the first violin while the other instruments are used 
as the accompaniment in the Schubert style. Specific examples 
of this technique are found in the quartets Op. 2 (Q. l), Op. 
61 (Q. 4), Op. 105 (Q. 6), and Op. 106 (Q. 7). In these last 
two again Dvorak uses his own techniques, but still they show 
some influence of the Schubert style. In other slow movements 
where the thematic material is not of a character to lend it-
self to a song-like treatment, the Beethoven style is found. 
Here usually all of the instruments play a role in the 
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handling of the material. When using this style all of the 
instruments help weave the contrapuntal musical fabric by 
adding their own tone color and idiomatic expression to the 
material which in turn enhances the character of the whole 
movement. 
Dvorak actually exploits the idiomatic qualities of 
each instrument more in the slow movements than in any of 
the other movements in the quartets. The extreme lyrical 
character of themes found in these movements in enriched by 
Dvorak's unusual ability in handling the instruments and the 
~coring. In these movements again Dvorak creates a very clear 
and extremely pure musical texture. 
All four of the instruments play a role in the rhythmic 
life of the Scherzo and Trio movements. The Scherzos have a 
particularly transparent texture which is created by giving 
to all of the instruments the same rhythmic vitality as the 
melodic instrument. In some cases they all have the melodic 
idea. The Trio sections are of a lyrical character and, 
therefore, Dvorru< handles the material in the Schubert style 
of solo instrument with accompanying parts played by the 
other instruments. Often these instruments present counter-
themes which gives a balance of the different instruments in 
the texture. It should~be mentioned again that the last 
three quartets are of Dvorak's own individual creationJ but 
they are still not without some influences of the Classical 
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idioms. 
One outstanding feature of the scoring in Dvorak's 
quartets must be.:mentioned--his use of the cello. This is 
no doubt his fa~rite 1nstrument of the string quartet. 1 
Basically the cello pl.ays the role of the foundation instru-
ment in the harmonic structure, but often its individual 
color is used to great advantage in intrQducing and develop-
ing themati.c material. The same is true of his use of the 
viola. Some of the richest harmonies and loveliest melodic 
expressions are found in these two instruments. However, 
Dvorak always employs them within the limits of a Classical 
balance in instrumentation. 
Mention must also be made of the function of the second 
violin in the quartets. Basic&lly this instrument serves 
in two capacities, 1) melodic, 2) harmonic. Sometimes it 
plays in a duet style with the first violin, while at other 
times it presents melodic material. However, it always 
plays a secondary role to the first violin. 
The style and texture that Dvorak produces in these 
quartets is a direct influence of the traditional Classical 
style of string quartet. The beauty of the musical expression 
found here is created by Dvorak through the use of tradition- . 
al idioms and styles. Although they are at times very Romantic 
lThis also can be said concerning the symphonies. 
in their expression, they still maintain in the scoring a 
Classical purity and transparency of style. 
II. INSTRUMENTATION IN THE SYMPHONIES 
Dvorak stands as one of the masters of symphonic 
orchestration in the nineteenth century. The experience in 
his village band and in the opera orchestra at Prague 
taught him how to use the idiomatic features of each in-
strument effectively, while his understanding of the sym-
phonic idiom was gained from his study of the great masters 
which he set up as models. 
Like the Classical masters, Dvorak made the strings 
the core of his instrumentation. He utilized to great ad-
vantage their flexibility and harmonic range. He also used 
to advantage the full tone color of the tenor register of 
the viola and cello. Fine examples of this technique found 
in these symphonies are too numerous to be enumerated3 but 
typical examples of this can be cited in the Symphonies, Op. 
1 70 (S. 3), and Op. 88. No doubt Dvorak 1 s experience playing 
viola in the opera orchestra taught him how to use pro fi'tably 
the flexibility of the entire string choir. 
Woodwinds and brasses often have an important part to 
play in presenting and handling of thematic material. The 
use of woodwinds to present melodic material in Symphony, 
1 Perhaps Brahms was his model here. 
\ 
I 
Op. 95 (Sa 5), can be cited as a typical example of Dvorak1s 
employing the technique. He learned from B~ahms how to use 
'• 
effectively the romantic qualities of the horn. Examples 
of this are seen all through the Symphony, Op. 88 (s.~ 4). 
Also in this work Dvorak gives both the woodwinds and, brasses 
major roles to play in the over-all musical texture. Many 
of the Romantic techniques of orchestration found in his 
symphonies were learned from Brahms1 --especially the employ-
ing of the individual characteristics of each instrument • 
. 
One criticism raised against Dvorak in his orchestra-
tion is his use of brass instruments for their brilliant 
effects. However, a close examination of the scores ldll 
show that these brasses were always used within the decorum 
of good Classical style and technique. It must be admitted 
that at times they pssume a role which is typical of their 
function in a village band like the one in which Dvorak play-
eda 
Dvorak's orchestra was on the same scale as the large 
Beethoven orchestra: Piccolos, Flutes, Oboes, Clarinets, 
Bassoons, Horns, Trumpets, Trombones, Timpani, and Strings, 
to which he added usually the English Horn and Tuba. 2 at 
1 Dvorak was one of the few of Brahms' contemporaries 
whom Brahms praised for compositional techniques. He was 
especially pleased with Dvorakis orchestration of his "Hun-
garian Dancesn. 
2These two instruments are not used by Classical com-
posers in their symphonies. 
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times he also added other instruments that are not t~pical 
of a Classical symphony, but never did he go to such extremes 
as are found in many other Romantic symphonies. 
Although his orchestration is often of an extremely 
Romantic quality, Dvorak's broad concept of orchestration 
was always Classical. Within this concept, however, he 
follows the style used by Brahms in the romantic handling of 
the individual instruments and utilizing to the best advan-
tage their idiomatic tone color and flexibility. 
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· CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSION 
Dvorak used the traditional Classical forms in every 
period of his creative career as a vehicle to carry his 
musical ideas in the symphonies and string quartets. 
Through his early training and st·udy he was completely 
saturated with the Classical outlook; therefore, it was 
only to be expected that he would turn to the great Classi-
cal masters for models. From the very beginning of his 
career he found in the Classical forms a means through 
which to expres$ himself, but at the same time he developed 
his own idiomatic handling of these forms. 
Many examples can be cited in which Dvorak deviated 
somewhat from certain Classical idioms. He was not, however, 
trying to be original in regards to formal structure when he 
turned from a strict adherence to certain of these forms. 
If any change occurred whatsoever, invariably Dvorak made it 
to allow the musical ideas to be expressed to their fullest 
extent. 
The rhythmic and thematic elements found in his sym-
phonies and string quartets generally are Classical in struc-
ture and design. His ·early training had taught him what was 
appropriate material for the symphony and string quartet, 
and he had learned from studying the gr~at Classical .masters 
~ 
how to use and handle the material in these two kinds of 
compositions. However, at times he would include material 
that was not entirely fit for these works. But in these 
instances he knew what to do with the material. Here is 
perhaps where Dvorak felt the greatest influence of the 
earlier masters. 
The styles of Beethoven and Schubert exerted much in-
fluence on Dvorak and his work. In his works can be seen 
many kinds of these influences--thematic material, develop-
' 
mental devices, structural design, etc. Dvorak received 
inspiration for continuing in the footsteps of these masters 
from his contemporary Brahms. He had found in Brahms a com-
poser who like himself saw in these old traditional forms a 
means to express his musical ideas. Dvorak being a great 
genius and master of composition did not follow literally 
the models of Beethoven and Schubert, but rather he took from 
them those techniques and styles which would best carry his 
own musical expression. By 1875 Dvorak had developed his own 
individual style. However, the individual features in his 
symphonies and string quartets were still given expression 
through Classical idioms and structures. 
Dvorak stands as one of the great masters of orchestra-
tion in the nineteen~h century. The purity of style found in 
the string quartets and the richness of instrumentation in 
the symphonie~ are another product of his early training and 
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study. He learned from Beethoven and Schubert how to achieve 
a clarity of texture wi·thin the string quartet, but he 
learned how to employ to fullest advantage the string tone 
and flexibility from his experience in the opera orchestra. 
His mastery of instrumentation and orchestral technique was 
a result of three factors: 1) his study of the great mas-
ters and his experience in the opera orchestra; 2) his study 
of the orchestral techniques of the Neo-Romantics; 3) his 
following the models of his contemporary Brahms. The inter-
esting feature of Dvorak 1 s scoring and orchestrating in the 
symphonies and string quartets is the way he developed from 
these different influences a style which has always stamped 
him as one of the great masters of orchestral techniques. 
The author has stressed contin~ally that Dvorak did not 
copy the styles and techniques of his models, but that he 
developed from the models his own individual style. Here is 
the true mark of a great musical geniu~. This very fact 
I 
makes him worthy to stand among the greatest masters of the 
compositional art. 
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